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About This Game

GEO Master is a 3D geography game. This game has different learning modes. You have the opportunity to explore the globe,
you can test your knowledge and then compare your score obtained during timed games on the whole planet or on the continent

of your choice !
The UNESCO mode allows you to test your knowledge on the most famous monuments and landmarks of our world.

The Incredible Facts mode presents you disturbing and amazing facts about the Earth you probably never heard before !

You can also enter 1v1 competitions with your friends in the real-time multiplayer mode, online or on local network.

Learn, remember and enter friendly competitions ! There is nothing simpler to learn more about geography while having fun.
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Lol. This game runs better than No Mans Sky.
Meh, I was just looking around. Saw the No Mans Sky Total FAIL, and a multi-multi-million dollar game (that took many years
to develop) and that runs worse than this title.

At least this game did not Permaban me for suggesting another month would improve NMS (where No Mans Sky permabanned
me for saying that about ir [Even though the DESTRUCTIVE REVIEWS PROVE ME COMPLETELY RIGHT YET
AGAIN]).
Damn Chimps.

No disapointments with GEO Master.. really cool if you have 15 minutes to kill and the urge to test your knowledge.

Let me be straight. it's not the hardest quiz ever. If you, like me, devoured maps as a child then this will be nothing more than
showing off.
else it can be a good way to learn a little about the world.

highly recommned. Multiplayer doesn't work.

Rest of the game seems okay. I'll probably keep it. But jeez dudes. I just wanted that sweet sweet multi magic.. A nice little set
of quizz for learning worldwide geography basics, in some fun challenge.
Undoubtedly this will enhance your general culture knowledge.

I would have appreciated however more reactivity from the authors, to take into account the issues submitted, and publish or at
least forecast some new updates.. Great game :P
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Fun, relaxing, and effective :). Very Good
SG. Fun to play and also educational.. I really enjoy this game, works smooth, almost no bugs, specially like modes or
minigames, recommend to everyone who want to learn something from games!. Good concept, buggy - keeps crashing if you
get a streak of correct answers, so no high scores recorded. Wait for a patch.. Crashes after a few questions in quiz mode. Some
questions will fail to have the correct answer appear, global markers for countries are sometimes in the incorrect location, and a
plethora of other small issues. There are plenty of free applications that help you learn geography far better than this.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=709367418. Fun to play and also educational.. A great a learning
tool. Highly recommend.. A nice little set of quizz for learning worldwide geography basics, in some fun challenge.
Undoubtedly this will enhance your general culture knowledge.

I would have appreciated however more reactivity from the authors, to take into account the issues submitted, and publish or at
least forecast some new updates.
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